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Recent advances in anionic conducting  polymers have provided a new tool in achieving cost-
effective, ambient temperature fuel cells. The transport of anions, rather than protons as in the pro-
ton exchange (PEM) fuel cell, allows operation at higher pH. The high pH environment within the 
anionic fuel cell may address the PEM shortfalls including facile electrokinetics and improved sta-
bility (allowing the use of low-cost, non-noble metals and wider selection of fuels), lowered fuel 
crossover, and the use of low-cost hydrocarbon membranes. 
 
There are many fundamental issues which must be addressed to realize low-cost anionic cells in-
cluding the creation of solid polymer electrolytes, electrochemical effects, and cell structures which 
operate at high pH.  In this presentation, advances in alkaline materials and electrochemistry will be 
presented. In particular, the development of improved anion conducting membranes with controlled 
water uptake will be described. New hybrid cell configurations, utilizing the best of anionic and 
cationic materials, will be presented. 
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